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‘Soya doesn’t 
come from 
the Amazon’
The forest fires in the Amazon have been all over 
the news in recent weeks. Millions of euros have 
now been raised to put out the fires, and in the 
Netherlands there is a debate about soya 
imports. ‘That won’t solve the problem,’ says 
Amazon researcher Bart Kruijt of the Water Sys-
tems and Global Change group (WSG).

Donating money won’t help?
‘Brazil’s economy is not strong but if the will is 
there, they can easily raise the money themselves to 
put out the fires. Donations don’t solve the real 
problem; that is a question of political choices.’

Bolsonaro initially turned down the offer of help.
‘That discussion was about neo-colonialism. “The 
rest of the world wants to decide what goes on in 
the Amazon.” The Brazilians hate that idea. They 
are always cagey when it comes to foreign interfer-
ence. Whenever we do a research project there, it al-
ways has to be in partnership with Brazilian scien-
tists.’

So what would be a solution to this problem?
‘The policy of previous Brazilian governments has 
worked for the past 15 years. Deforestation has de-
clined considerably over that period. However, Bol-
sonaro is sending a message that he is not prepared 
to invest in the conservation of the Amazon. We 
need to look for ways of exploiting the area’s natu-
ral wealth sustainably. The Amazon forest produces 
its own rain and sequesters large amounts of CO2, 
while new medicines are still being discovered 
there. You can use those strengths to improve living 
standards among local communities and give them 
an alternative to felling and burning.’

Should we call a halt to Dutch imports of soya?
‘In a talk show last week, it was claimed that an area 
of forest equivalent to dozens of football pitches is 
being felled every minute for the production of 
soya. That may have been the case 15 years ago but 
a stop has been put to that. Now most deforestation 
is for livestock farming. There is still a link to soya 
because livestock farmers have been pushed out of 
the areas where soya cultivation is allowed. But say-
ing you should stop importing soya from Brazil is 
not an effective approach.’   TL

POLLINATORS BOOST SEED 
PRODUCTION MOST
Pollinators such as bumblebees are 
the most important production factor 
in the cultivation of leek seed, not fer-
tilizer or water. This finding comes 
from PhD candidate Thijs Fijen. Grow-
ers therefore need to make sure their 
farmland attracts wild pollinators.

Fijen did research in fields used by vege-
table seed producer BASF in France and 
Italy, where contract farmers grow leek 
seed. BASF wanted to know how impor-
tant pollinators were for seed produc-
tion. In 36 commercial leek fields, Fijen 
studied the land management (fertilizer 

ingredients and irrigation), and the 
number of bumblebees, solitary wild 
bees, hoverflies and honey bees. He also 
measured seed yields for five varieties of 
leek. 

His conclusion: pollination was as im-
portant to seed yields as all the other fac-
tors combined. The outcomes when Fijen 
halved the production factors of fertilizer, 
water and pollinators were even more 
striking. Halving pollination — by putting 

a net over the leek plants every other day 
— led to a drop of 40 per cent in leek 
seed production on average. Halving the 
water reduced the seed by 10 per cent 
and halving the fertilizers had no effect 
or increased yields.

 ‘The outcomes are interesting be-
cause the farmers are busy all year with 
irrigation and fertilizer,’ says Fijen. 
‘They don’t seem to appreciate the im-
portance of wild pollinators. It can be 
worthwhile investing in that too.’

Another striking finding of the study 
is that bumblebees, solitary bees and 
hoverflies were responsible for pollina-
tion but honey bees did very little. The 
attempts by BASF to make up for a lack 
of pollinators by bringing in beekeepers 
with honey bees were not very effective. 
‘Seed companies and farmers are better 
off investing in a production environ-
ment that is attractive to wild pollina-
tors,’ says Fijen. 

Fijen thinks his findings are not just 
relevant for the production of leek seed. 
Pollination is essential for all hybrid veg-
etable seed. ‘Now that biodiversity is de-
teriorating so fast, we know the agricul-
tural system needs to change. I think the 
research into pollinators is a really nice 
way for ecologists and farmers to collab-
orate on improving both production and 
biodiversity.’   AS

 A buff-tailed bumblebee on a leek plant.
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‘Farmers don’t seem 
to appreciate the 
importance of wild 
pollinators’


